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PATE’S GRAMMAR SCHOOL: 

ADMISSIONS ARRANGEMENTS 

 
 

 

ADMISSIONS POLICY STATEMENT 

 

As an Academy Pate’s Grammar School (‘the school’) is its own admissions 
authority.  However, Pate’s operates its admissions policy and procedures in line 
with the Gloucestershire County Council (‘GCC’) Local Authority (‘LA’) coordinated 
scheme for school admissions, which in turn follows the Department for Education 
School Admissions Code.  
 
Pate’s is designated as a selective grammar school under S.104 of the School 
Standards and Framework Act 1998.   
 
 
A YEAR 7 ENTRY 2016 

 
1 Admissions Test 
 
Admission to the school is on the basis of selection by reference to ability. To gain 
entry into Year 7 a child must sit and pass an Admissions Test (‘the Test’) 
organised by the school.   
 
The Test is usually taken in the academic year when the child reaches his or her 
11th Birthday (i.e. in the autumn term of Year 6).  If a child is outside this normal 
age range parents must contact the Admissions Officer at Pate’s to discuss the 
circumstances.  The school reserves the right not to accept registration of such a 
child for Year 7 admission. 
 
The date of the Test is the same for all Gloucestershire Grammar Schools, and is 
announced several months in advance. Each child may take the Test (whether on 
the normal Test day or as a ‘Late Test’ – defined below) on one occasion only.  The 
test consists of multiple choice questions on verbal ability, numerical reasoning 
and non-verbal reasoning. There are two papers and the marks for each assessed 
element contained within the papers are combined to give a total age-standardised 
score for each applicant.  This total score is used to place children in a rank order 
by which places are allocated. 
 
2 Registration for the Test 
 
Parents should use the on-line Registration Form on the Pate’s website if they wish 
their child to sit the Test, or request a paper registration form from the Pate’s 
Admissions Officer.  The deadline for registration is set in consultation with other 
Gloucestershire Grammar Schools.  Further information about the Test will then be 
made available to the parents of all registered children.   
 
The school acts at all times in accordance with the Equality Act 2010 and has due 
regard to its obligations under that Act.  The school will consider requests for 
reasonable adjustments from the parents/carers of any disabled child who wishes 
to attend the school.  Parents should notify Pate’s when they register if their child 
will need additional support on Test day.  
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3 Taking the Test 
 
Most children will take the Test at Pate’s on the appointed date.  Alternative 
arrangements may be available in special circumstances, as follows: 
 
3.1 Tests at other venues 
 
• Elsewhere in Gloucestershire: as all Gloucestershire Grammar Schools use 

the same Test and testing process, it is usually possible for a child who 
wishes to apply for Pate’s to sit the Test at another local grammar school.  
Parents must notify the host school when they register for the test that they 
wish their Test results to be shared with Pate’s.  Requests to share which are 
received after results have been issued to parents (‘late shares’) will not be 
accepted.  
 

• Outside of Gloucestershire: children will not normally be permitted to sit 
the Test at any other UK location.  If parents wish to make a case for 
alternative arrangements they may do so, but this may only be agreed at the 
discretion of Pate’s Governors, sitting as an Admissions Review Group 
(‘ARG’).  The school’s decision shall be final.  
 

• In order to safeguard the credibility of the Test, if a student takes the same 
Test on more than one occasion (i.e. in different counties on different dates) 
then the first sitting shall be taken as the Test score and any place offered 
shall be on the basis of that score.  For the avoidance of doubt: where a 
place is offered on the basis of incorrect, fraudulent or misleading 
information the school may withdraw that offer. 

 
3.2 Late Test 
 
If a child suffers illness, accident, or sudden bereavement, or there are other 
exceptional circumstances which mean a child cannot take the Test on the 
appointed day, parents must contact the Admissions Officer in advance  (ideally 
some days before, but certainly before the Test begins) to discuss the situation.   
 
In such circumstances, the school may be able to organise a similar replacement 
Late Test a few days later.  The school will require documentary evidence of the 
exceptional circumstances (e.g. a medical certificate).  In the absence of such 
evidence, the child would usually not be permitted to take a Late Test. 
 
4 Applying to Gloucestershire County Council as Local Authority 
 
As Pate’s operates within the LA coordinated admissions scheme, parents must 
make their application to GCC for a secondary school place, by completing the 
Common Application Form (‘CAF’)  on-line, via the GCC web-site (paper version also 
available from them).  To be considered for a place at Pate’s parents must include 
the school as one of their ranked choices on the CAF. Failure to apply to the LA will 
mean that a child cannot be considered for entry in the initial admissions round 
which completes on 1 March 2016. 
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5 Test results and LA application deadline 
 
Information about each child’s performance in the Test will be given to parents as 
soon as possible and certainly before the LA’s deadline for submitting the CAF.  
Test performance can be used to help parents choose which schools to apply for, 
but notification that your child has met the Qualifying Standard does not 
constitute an offer of a place at Pate’s: the school is not legally permitted to make 
such offers. It is the LA, under the coordinated admissions scheme, that has the 
legal responsibility to administer admissions.   
 
The LA will offer one secondary school place to every eligible Year 6 child in the 
county on 1 March 2016. If a child meets the admissions criteria for more than one 
school, the LA will offer a place at the school for which his or her parents have 
expressed the highest preference on the CAF.  
 
6 Admission to Pate’s 
 
The LA will allocate places based on Pate’s admissions criteria to those children 
who meet the Qualifying Standard whose parents express a preference for Pate’s in 
their CAF.  Unless a CAF preference is registered, a place will not be allocated even 
if a child achieves a high enough Test score to qualify.   
 

Pate’s admissions criteria are as follows: 
 
6.1 Number of places available  
 
The number of places available for Year 7 entry in 2016 (the Published Admission 
Number or ‘PAN’) is 150.  The ARG reserves the right to admit above PAN, for 
reasons of efficiency or to ensure fair treatment of equally qualified children, within 
the flexibility permitted in the School Admissions Code.  
 
6.2 Qualifying Standard and Oversubscription Criteria 
 
In order to be eligible for admission to the school, candidates must achieve a 
‘Qualifying Standard’.  This is not a pre-defined pass mark, but reflects a child’s 
position in the rank order of standardised scores in the Admissions Test.   
 
Students are allocated available places at the school in test rank order, until all 
Year 7 places are filled.  
 
6.3 Tie Breaks 
 
If two or more children achieve the same total score (i.e. have the same Test 
ranking) their respective positions in the rank order will be determined by 
closeness to school (measured in a straight line from the front door of the child’s 
address at registration, to the front entrance of Pate’s). 
 
Any issues arising from the testing process or application of tie-break criteria will 
be considered and resolved by the ARG.   
 
6.4 Waiting list arrangements 

 
A child who achieves the Qualifying Standard, but is not offered a place in the 
initial LA allocation because the year group has been filled, may (if their parents 
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wish) be placed on a waiting list. The waiting list will rank children in line with the 
published oversubscription criteria. The same tie-break criteria will be applied if 
needed.  
 
The waiting list is administered by Pate’s. Any place which becomes vacant after 
the LA allocation process is complete will be offered by the school to the child who 
at the date of the vacancy is at the top of the waiting list.   
 
The waiting list is used to fill spaces in Year 7, but also rolls forward with that year 
group.  Places arising later (either because an existing student leaves or because 
additional spaces are created by the way teaching groups are organised for the 
start of Pate’s GCSE courses in Year 9) will be offered in strict Test rank order to 
those on the waiting list for the relevant year group.  The school will write to the 
parents of every child on the waiting list each year to ask if they wish their child’s 
name to remain or be removed and the list up-dated accordingly.   
 
7 Appeals 
 
Parents whose child has not been offered a place at Pate’s are entitled to appeal 
against that decision to an independent Appeals Panel.  Information about the 
appeals process is available from the school website or the Admissions Officer at 
Pate’s.   
 
The deadline by which appeals are to be lodged will be notified published on the 
school website when school places are offered by the LA in March.  Parents wishing 
to appeal must write to the Pate’s Admissions Officer ahead of that deadline, and 
the school will convene an independent panel to hear all appeals together as 
quickly as possible thereafter. 
 
 

B IN-YEAR AND LATER ENTRY (Years 7-11)  

 
Parents moving into the area, or whose child has not previously been tested but 
would now like to be considered for admission, should contact the Pate’s 
Admissions Officer to request an age-adjusted Late Entry Test.   
 
The Admissions Officer may seek evidence of the child’s prior and current academic 
performance data before inviting the child to be tested.  If the child achieves a 
qualifying standard then he or she will be added to the waiting list for the relevant 
school year, at the appropriate ranking.   
 
Pate’s has signed up to the In-Year Fair Access Protocols.  This means that if the 
school is directed by the LA to admit a vulnerable child, and that child meets our 
normal academic admissions criteria, he or she would take precedence for entry 
over any child on the waiting list.  
 
 
C ENTRY INTO THE SIXTH FORM 

 

Pate’s welcomes applications from both internal and external students who wish to 
join the Pate’s Sixth Form for their post-16 education.   The minimum qualifying 
academic requirements apply equally to both internal and external applicants. 
 
1 Admissions Number 
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The school offers a minimum of 200 places for entry into the Sixth Form each year. 
In a typical year about 120 internal students will qualify to enter the Sixth 
Form, leaving a minimum of 80 further places for external students. 
 
The Admissions Number may be exceeded if that enables Pate’s to improve the 
viability of projected teaching group sizes in minority subjects (i.e. to preserve a 
broad curriculum and for reasons of efficiency) but only if additional students can 
be accommodated within the capacity of core facilities and without detriment to the 
ethos and general purposes of the school. 
 
2 Admissions Process 
 
All applicants must complete the relevant application form, available from the 
Pate’s Sixth Form website, and return it in time to meet the published deadline.  
Provisional offers will be made by the end of April to those meeting the admissions 
criteria laid out below, and places confirmed in August.  
 
Internal applicants will be notified on GCSE results day whether or not they have a 
confirmed Sixth Form place.   
 
External applicants who hold a provisional offer should contact Pate’s as soon as 
results are published, to notify their grades and confirm that they are still 
interested in taking up a place.  Provided they have met the entry criteria set out in 
their offer letter, a place can usually be confirmed immediately. 
 
There is the right of appeal to an independent appeals panel if a Sixth Form place 
is not offered.  The Pate’s Sixth Form Manager can provide all relevant information 
and guidance, on request.  Appeals guidance is also published on the school 
website. 
 
3 Admissions Criteria 
 
For admission to the Pate’s Sixth Form each student must have as a minimum: 
• a total ‘points’ score across their best 8 GCSE grades which exceeds the 

minimum published in the relevant Sixth Form Prospectus.  The points 
value of each of the 8 grades is derived as follows: A*=4, A=3, B=2, C=1;  

• A*-C passes in both English and Maths; 
• evidence that coursework in all GCSE subjects has been completed to at 

least a reasonable standard; and  
• predicted minimum GCSE grade of A or A* in any subject to be studied at A 

level, as specified in the Sixth Form Prospectus. 
 
4 Oversubscription criteria 
 
In the event of oversubscription (i.e. in most years) offers will be made to external  
applicants on the basis of a combination of the following criteria: 
 
• the extent to which predicted GCSE grade outcomes (as assessed by the 

Pate’s team, taking into account academic information available at the point 
of application) exceed the minimum entry requirement; 

• the academic quality of the student’s personal statement in the application; 
• and each student’s individual circumstances, including eligibility for Pupil 

Premium and whether they are/were Looked After Children. 
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These criteria are used to identify those applicants who are best qualified for 
consideration for a Sixth Form place, who may be invited for a personal discussion 
with a senior member of Pate’s staff.  That discussion will not form part of the 
admissions process, but is intended to help the student ensure they are making a 
properly informed choice about the right school and subjects for them. 
 
5 Subjects on offer 
 

The prospectus sets out the subjects delivered in the Sixth Form.  Unless staffing 
or other capacity/demand issues make it untenable, all subjects offered at AS level 
will also be available for continuing study to A2 level.  While our policy is to offer a 
very broad curriculum, and we make every effort to accommodate any combination 
of A level subjects, places on a very few specific subject courses may be limited due 
to staffing constraints.  If there are insufficient students applying for a specific 
subject to create a viable teaching group we may, in exceptional circumstances, 
have to withdraw that subject from the options on offer. 
 

D TRANSPORT POLICY  

 
Transport to Pate’s is available if required: bus routes and contact details can be 
found on the school’s website.  Some children may be eligible to free travel with the 
assistance of a pass from the LA; enquiries regarding eligibility should be lodged 
with the LA.  Pate’s encourages the use of bus services, public transport and other 
sustainable methods of travel to and from the school. 
 
 

E ROLE OF THE ADMISSIONS REVIEW GROUP 

 
The ARG is a sub-committee of the Full Governing Body (FGB).  It comprises at 
least three Governors plus the Head Master, and is supported by the Clerk to the 
FGB.  It has delegated authority to govern and monitor routine admissions policy 
and processes, and to reach judgements about how individual admissions cases 
should be managed.  It is the ARG that will consider (for example) questions arising 
from: late registration; late tests; adjustment of Test arrangements or Sixth Form 
entry criteria necessary to ensure fair and equitable treatment of individuals whose 
specific (prior notified) physical or pastoral needs may have affected academic 
performance; and Sixth Form admission protocols. 
 
Any particularly wide-ranging or contentious issues arising will be considered first 
by ARG, who will recommend a course of action to FGB for their final decision. 
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